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Productivity
HOW DO YOU FIND THE TIME AND STAY MOTIVATED
For many aspiring writers, the question, "How do you find the time?" or "How do you stay
motivated?" is a common challenge from well-meaning friends and family. Writing and publishing
message boards and writer's blogs and video channels often receive these questions from aspiring
writers. For the born story-teller, the writer who does it for the love of the story, the answer is
commonly, "I have to. It is what makes me happy and keeps me sane. It is what I love." For the
professional, the answer may be, "It is a priority and everything in my life is designed to support and
protect my writing time." For these writers, the guidance, support and advice of other writers help
them make those changes and structure their lives to support their writing. They provide
inspiration to help them through challenging times of illness, moving, financial hardship, children
and family needs and other life issues that threaten their writing habits.
HOBBY WRITERS
Unfortunately, many aspiring writers will respond to the question, "How do you find the time?" or
"How do you stay motivated?" with, "I don't know." or "I don't." These writers may have to face the
prospect that they will never find a helpful or satisfactory answer from any guru, teacher or coach. If
you are one of those who doesn't know how or simply neglects to find time for writing, there is no
shame in that. It is likely that your first choice of a pastime is not writing. Perhaps you prefer to
watch tv or go out with friends or maybe you enjoy a sport and only write when those things are not
an option. If this is you, perhaps you should take a look at how much you really want it. There is
nothing at all wrong with writing as a hobby. Embrace it. Understand it and set your sights on
simply enjoying the hobby. Don't stress over speed or even finishing a story.
If you are a hobby writer and want to improve as a "serious hobby writer," there are a few things to
consider.
1-Write long hand.
Hand writing, or long hand writing, is the process of putting pencil to paper. It can be done
anywhere, anytime on a small notepad with a stub of pencil you can keep in your pocket. If you write
something that inspires you, you can take the time later to type it up and edit it and polish it and
even publish it to a personal website, newsletter or blog. Perhaps, self-publish through a print on
demand printer.
2-Write something short.
Writing an entire novel (80k to 120k words depending on genre and reader age category) takes
time. Try writing your idea in a word limit. Poems, short stories, outlines and one-page scenes are
all valid and useful short writing forms that professional writers make use of to flesh out ideas.
Hobby writers should make use of them as well. There is alot to be said for just getting the story out.
You can always expand it later. Meanwhile, you have a legitimate, finished writing project.
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HOBBY WRITERS (cont'd)
3-Write for as long as it takes.
Sometimes inspiration requires that you write an epic 300k-word tome. It will take your whole
life, but you feel that is what you are meant to write. So, write it. Just accept that it will take your
whole life and you will only work on it here and there. That is okay. It is your art and your hobby and
it will make a great legacy for your grandchildren.
PART-TIME WRITERS
Other aspiring writers will respond to the question, "How do you find the time?" or "How do you
stay motivated?" with, "I wake up early," or "I don't go out much," or, "I love it too much not to."
These writers may face financial or family challenges that require them to work a day-job or care for
children or other family members during their waking hours. These life obligations can steal away
time you would prefer to be writing. This doesn't mean you aren't devoted to your family or that you
resent your job (I mean, it pays your bills and allows you to eat, right?), but these responsibilities can
pose a real and significant drain on your mental, physical and time resources. Whatever your life
challenges are (I have only listed a few, there could be many.), if you are the type of writer who has
carved out regular, dedicated writing time, but maybe you would like some more, there are some
options.
1-Time management and planning tools.
Time management and planning tools are essential to locating and reallocating your precious time
resource. Some other tools that are helpful to make use of are an old school egg timer, calendar,
alarm clock or agenda book. Psychologists call this "off-loading" or getting things out of your head
so your brain doesn't have to expend effort to keep track of it.
EGG TIMER Make use of an egg timer by setting it for a certain number of minutes and writing
(or editing) as much as you can before it goes off. (This is a method commonly termed "writing
sprints.") For instance, if you just got home, maybe you have 13 minutes before anyone else will
arrive. Set the egg timer. Or maybe the dinner has to simmer for 23 minutes. Set the egg timer.
Maybe the kids just went to bed and the husband is in the bathroom; at least 20 minutes. Set the
egg timer. Just with those three examples, you may have found almost an entire hour. There are
numerous opportunities when you can recapture time throughout your day. You just have to find
them.
CALENDAR Make use of a calendar by inserting your outline into it. This might not be instinctive
or intuitive right away. Perhaps you don't have an outline. Either way, the principle is the same.
Begin by writing into your calendar all of your life obligation events for the month; doctor visits,
car maintenance, date night, etc. Then, insert weekly writing progress goals from your outline
into your calendar 3 weeks at a time. Each day, when you sit down to write, begin by penciling in
a plot or story arc goal to reach that moves you toward the weekly goal from your outline.
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PART-TIME WRITERS (cont'd)
ALARM CLOCK Aside from using it to help you wake up on time (or perhaps a bit early) in the
morning, you can make use of an alarm clock by setting reminder alarms for various things to
keep you from stealing time from yourself. For instance, set an alarm for the beginning and the
ending of lunchtime at work. If you don't start your lunch break for an extra 15 minutes,
remember to set the end alarm ahead 15 minutes to let you recapture that time to write, take
notes, research or just meditate on the characters and where they are in the story. Some useful
alarms include:
Wake up early;
When everyone else wakes up;
When to stop writing and go get dressed for work/school;
Meal, exercise, bath, and chore times (beginning and ending);
Writing times, etc.
AGENDA BOOK Make use of an agenda book in much the same way you would a calendar. The
primary difference is that you will dedicate the whole agenda book to your work in progress
(WIP). Procure an undated agenda book. You will still want to make note of any life obligations
that are going to pop up on you. Only account for your writing time. If the appointment is
outside of your writing time, there is no need to put it in the agenda. Make your outline, daily
goal or story notes for each day of writing time in the agenda and use the remaining space in
each day for notes about thoughts you had or research you did that day. You can also use a
separate notes section to make note of your world- and character-building details. Ex: MC has a
freckle in the middle of his forehead.
2-Writing tools.
There are many innovative writing tools available to us today. Some obvious options are cell
phones, laptops, voice to text programs, AI editing software and wireless, bluetooth keyboards and
mice.
CELL PHONE You can use a cell phone to type, take notes or voice recording. Cell phones have
wireless capability and can be used to provide internet access to your laptop almost anywhere.
LAPTOP This portable option can allow you to write during a commute, if you take a train or
driver service; on a plane; during your lunch break; or between classes. With or without internet
access, using a word processing program on your laptop is a good way to access your story, as
well as your notes and research, anywhere.
VOICE TO TEXT Voice to text programs are helpful when you have the opportunity to dictate your
story during a commute, even while driving. Hands free and without the distraction of seeing the
words pop up as you think of them, dictation can be a fast and convenient way to access stream of
consciousness "writing." And it's fast.
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PART-TIME WRITERS (cont'd)
AI EDITING Simple AI editing software can be used to make automatic corrections to simple
spelling and grammar errors. You can edit the glossary and rules for most of them to make them
work specifically for your story.
WIRELESS AND BLUETOOTH PERIPHERALS A battery operated keyboard and mouse with
Bluetooth capability can turn most cell phones into a functional word processing laptop for a tiny
fraction of the price of purchasing an actual laptop.
3-Creative solutions.
This one is less cut and dry. Much of the creative solution list is going to depend on your specific
and unique circumstances and habits. For instance, a mother of three teenagers who also works a
full-time day-job may find that the only way to get a real solid two hours of peace and quiet is to use
noise-canceling headphones and play white noise or brown noise. That might also work for the
college student in a loud dorm room. Perhaps you can dictate while you work if you are a tradesman
painting houses or laying carpet or the like. Whatever your circumstances, look around and get
creative. Identify the things that make your writing time challenging and find ways to mitigate the
interference.

EXERCISE
The following worksheet and exercises will help you reclaim some of your time
resources. You might want to work through them once every week or month or once
for each major project. Each exercise builds on the last to help you define all of your
time and get the most out of it for productivity.
This exercise begins with a simple schedule worksheet. This one, I personally review
about once a month to make sure things aren't getting out of control. Once you have
streamlined your schedule, it is easy for family, friends or day job demands to sneak
back into your schedule and cut into your writing time.

Let's get started!
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EXERCISES

WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (.5 hour blocks)
Fill in the blocks for each time given with the activities that fill your schedule. Do not insert writing time, yet.
(Feel free to reassign the hours to fit your own schedule. Remember, this is just a template for a tool to help you organize your time.)

5
:30
6
:30
7
:30
8
:30
9
:30
10
:30
11
:30

12
:30
1
:30
2
:30
3
:30
4
:30
5
:30
6
:30
7
:30

Things you do once in a while, like appointments and holiday events, at this time.

:30

Things you do most days at this time.
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Things you do every day at this time.
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Productivity
EXERCISES
WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (cont'd)
Fill out the schedule table on the previous page. The regular activities refer to things
like driving to work or cooking dinner. The semi-regular activities include things like
weekly meetings or laundry day. Occasional activities are just that; activities that are
directly connected to a special occasion like holidays, appointments and vacations.
You might choose to use the various columns differently; whatever works best in your
life.
Each cell should contain activities that begin at that time. Most of us will have more
than one thing in some of those cells. Some of your cells will be empty. Don't forget to
include:
WAKE UP ROUTINE
SHOWER/BATH
GET DRESSED/MAKE-UP/HAIR
DRIVING
CLEANING (SPECIFIC TASKS)
SHOPPING
COOKING
TUCKING IN CHILDREN
TUCKING THEM BACK IN
ETC.
Once you have filled out the schedule, put it aside for an hour or two. Let it ruminate
in your mind and come back to it. Read it over to make sure you haven't forgotten
something. (**If you can, set it aside for reference for a week, and mark or correct any
items that don't actually fall into the times you thought they did. This happens alot.)
Now that you have an accurate picture of what you spend you time on, ask yourself:
WHAT CAN YOU CUT?
To do this correctly, you need to ask yourself what the cost/benefit of this activity is
in your life. The point of this whole schedule exercise is to find more time to write.
Therefore, this is something you are willing to sacrifice for, something that brings
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EXERCISES
WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (cont'd)
you joy. Compare the activities on your schedule against the value you place on
writing. For instance, do you spend two hours each week having coffee with casual
friends? Maybe you don't really like them that much and would really rather be
writing. Everyone has these things that somehow seem important until you stop and
think about them; weigh them against this objective that you may value more. What
about that hour every night you spend reading to your kids? That probably feels more
valuable than the writing you might get done if you made your kid read to himself.
There are going to be things that you value more, and those should rightly retain their
place in your schedule.
WHAT ARE YOUR TIME HOGS?
After you have removed the activities that are less valuable to you than writing, go
back over the schedule with this question in mind. Look for things that you do by
routine and habit that you maybe can't just stop doing but maybe you can do them
smarter or with less impact on your time. Personally, I found that by using online
grocery delivery or pick-up services, I can cut a weekly shopping obligation down
from two hours to between 30 and 45 minutes. The minor annoyance when they get
something wrong is absolutely worth the time I get to recover for writing.
Some other items that fall into this category for many people might be choosing your
daily outfits, deciding on dinner, cooking, commuting and watching t.v. Some of the
most influential gurus of success and productivity advise people to choose a week of
daily outfits at one time. Make it part of the process of putting away your laundry or
begin replacing your wardrobe so that you wear basically the same thing every day.
This removes the decision-making demand on your time and mental energy. You can
apply the same principle to choosing meals and cooking if you create a menu and cook
or prep for meals for a week at a time. How can you alter your habits to be more
efficient?
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EXERCISES
WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (cont'd)
WHAT CAN YOU CONDENSE OR MULTI-TASK?
At this point, you will probably want to make a fresh copy of your revised schedule.
Use a red pen and a highlighter and find your free time. With the red pen, draw a line
in each cell at the point when your listed activities typically end. Ex. If cooking takes
about 20 minutes. The line in the cell will be about two thirds of the way down the cell.
This indicates about ten minutes of free time in that half-hour.
Now use your highlighter to color all the cells in the regular and semi-regular
activities columns that have enough white space to use the full broad end of the
highlighter. So, in the example above, that ten minutes after cooking dinner will leave
enough space for a line of highlighter color. This indicates ten minutes of possible
free time. This is time you might be able to reclaim by moving small tasks or
condensing the activities between two consecutive half-hour blocks. Maybe there is
another small activity that you can accomplish at the same time that you are busy with
another larger task. For instance, when you set the washing machine or drier to run,
you are physically available to do something else while the machine is working. Go
through the schedule table and identify where you can do this. I recommend using a
separate, clean copy of the table and fill it out again, making these changes.
Go back through the new schedule with the pen and the highlighter and do it again.
Continue until you have condensed or multi-tasked everything you can comfortably.
You want to leave yourself enough space to breath or change your plan without
jostling your entire day. My practice is to try to schedule myself to be at a maximum of
3/4 capacity for my attention, energy and physical capability at any given time. What
this looks like is going to vary from person to person. For me, say I am doing laundry,
cooking dinner, supervising a teenager doing homework and listening to a podcast at
once. If pressed, I could still manage to add a small task or two at the same time
without having to give up the free hour after dinner.
Go easy on yourself at first. Schedule lightly until you are certain what tasks can be
easily juggled and which may require more attention. When you are done, you are
ready to locate your writing time.
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EXERCISES
WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (cont'd)
WHAT IS LEFT?
Another fresh copy of your schedule table is called for. Use your red pen and a
highlighter to find your free time again. This time, when you have colored all of your
significant free-time spaces, you are going to make several copies of the final
schedule and label the free-time spaces one of these things:
RESEARCH/LEARNING
PLANNING/OUTLINE/BRAINSTORM
DICTATION/WRITING
READING/EDITING
REVISIONS
COVER ART
SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING
You will likely need to plan for time for each of the activities on this list. You can
pencil in your schedule as far in advance as works best for you. I recommend that you
always have tomorrow's schedule planned before today ends. Then you never reach a
free-time space and have no idea what to do with it.
Some of your time blocks are going to be smaller than others. Which activities you
schedule will obviously depend on how much time it requires as well as where you are
and what tools you have on-hand. Most of this is going to depend on your style and
your process and what kind of writer you are.
WHAT KIND OF WRITER ARE YOU? (hobby, part-time, professional)
If you have followed along, you will be able to answer this. If not, go back to the
beginning and determine if you are a hobbyist, part-time writer or professional. The
hobbyist will most likely find larger chunks of free-time space the most beneficial for
every part of their process. This is common for any hobby where you want to be able
to get in the mood or set the mood for concentration. Part-time writers will
necessarily have most of their large blocks at the end of a day, but can usually plan
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EXERCISES
WHAT IS YOUR SCHEDULE? (cont'd)
for daily writing-related activities. This type of writer will be able to arrange for
quality progress in their writing-related activities during smaller blocks as well. The
professional is going to find the most space and have more flexibility in what they
schedule in which blocks.
Hobbyists and part-time writers, you can make the best use of your smaller time
blocks by doing research, listening to or watching classes to develop your craft and
hopping on social media. These things involve more short attention span activities
and less concentration than development of story or editing. Try to make use of the
tips given previously for technology and tools that can help you access your research
and any classes you are interested in participating in. Professionals, you can make use
of the same short free-time space for research and craft development classes when
you are caught out at an appointment or other occasional activity where you might
not ordinarily have such a time constraint. Try some things out, see what you can dive
into quickly and what takes longer to grab your attention and get going. It is going to
be very personal. Plan accordingly.
As I mentioned before, revisiting your final schedule and revising it to fit your
circumstances as they may have changed from time to time is advisable. Take note of
what is and is not working for you. Perhaps, if you begin to implement any of the
technology and tools tips, you will find that you are able to more successfully make
use of smaller amounts of time.
I hope this has been helpful and valuable to your efforts as a writer. Feel free to share
your thoughts and successes and maybe help another writer just like you.

Thanks for visiting!
Amy Norton
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